I’M A VIDEO AND
PHOTO PROFESSIONAL
SHOULD I SECOND SHOOT ?

A SHOOTZU FACT SHEET
You own the right equipment. You are good at framing the shot and capturing the
moment. And you are keen to make (more) money from your craft.
If this sounds like you, you might consider being a Second Shooter.
Second shooters aren’t solely novices breaking into the video or photo industry who
need to build their portfolio.
Many people choose to work as contractors for established photography and video
production companies due to:
A lull in your schedule
Taking the plunge from making it a side gig to a full time job
A desire to stick to shooting (and leave the sales and editing side to someone
else)
A good way to supplement your corporate photography or videography business
A good way to trial a new industry (ie wedding photography, when you are a
portrait photographer)

GETTING YOUR HEAD AROUND THE TERMINOLOGY….
You will hear the terms “second shooter”, “third shooter”, “assistant” and main/solo shooter in
this trade. They are all essentially contract roles for a predefined period of time.
As a general rule:
Main Shooter: they are looking for someone to represent their company. They have found the
client and have the direct relationship and contract with the client. In this scenario, you are
likely to be the sole videographer or photographer on the job, or working with other contractors (and not the owners or employees of the business).
Second Shooter: you are supporting someone else on the shoot in taking photos/video, and
therefore should be working closely together to ensure the right angles, shots, and footage is
captured as a whole.
Third Shooter: at least two other professionals are taking photos or video, and the third
shooter is considered more of an intern role.
Assistant: you are not responsible for any footage on the day, but may be asked to carry
equipment, set up the shoot or generally support the main shooter.
Editor: generally shooters aren’t expected to edit their files, but provide the files in RAW
format to the hiring business once the job is complete. An editor is explicitly hired to edit the
raw files in the style of the hiring business.
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How Should I Market Myself ?
PORTFOLIO. PORTFOLIO. PORTFOLIO. Although using your networks is a great place to start,
at some point, you will be going outside of your network to find jobs. Your portfolio is key, as
is your website. It showcases your work, your style, and the quality of your images and
footage.
As a lot of contract work is for weddings and special events, it is critical that you show your
level of expertise. Make sure all of your portfolio is yours. Don’t misrepresent yourself, even
when starting out. Your credibility and reputation is your key asset in building or running your
business. Client testimonials go a long way in establishing your credibility and reputation.

What should I get paid ?
The answer is YOU SHOULD get paid.
Some of the excuses you might hear:
- it will gain you exposure
- you will be able to use the photos or video in your portfolio, or
- you will gain invaluable experience from the hiring business.
These exposure type ‘payments’ are not payment, and this shouldn’t be acceptable. As a
guide, Second Shooters who are capturing images (and not editing) should expect a
minimum of $50 per hour. Third shooters may be a lower amount, but ultimately you should
have the discussion upfront and know what you are being paid for your time.
Make sure you get paid what you have been contracted to do.
And if the shoot is cancelled at the last minute, you should be compensated for the
opportunity cost of not being able to book a different shoot.
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What should I look for when applying for a Job?
Just as the Business is hiring you for your portfolio, you should be making sure you ‘fit’ with
the Business . Some important questions to answer:
What’s their shooting style like?
Do they have a preference on camera equipment? If they specify Canon only, and you are a
Nikon fan, you may have your answer.
Do they have a requirement that you practise with them and learn their style? Do you have
the capacity to do so?
What are their expectations and are you comfortable with them?
Whilst not critical, you are working closely with the main shooter, and you want to
complement rather than clash. If the Main Shooter want you to work a 12 hour day with no
breaks and you aren’t comfortable doing so, then reconsider the role.
What type of event is it?
Some jobs require specific skillsets, or knowledge of cultural ceremonies.

How can you complement the shooter?
Make sure expectations are clear from the start.
Get the Schedule / Run Sheet of the days proceedings before the event, and research the
venue.
- Does it need specific equipment to combat poor back lighting?
- Have your batteries charged, and have additional SD cards in case of malfunction.
- If you are a videographer, ensure you know the standards expected on audio equipment.
- If in doubt, ask before the event.
- Does the main shooter want you to cover a specific angle? Or a specific focal range? Where
should you stand?
The more you can find out, the better your working relationship and results will be.

Do I need insurance?
As a general rule, YES you do if you want to be covered during a shoot. Don’t assume the
insurances of your hiring business will cover you? Shootzu provide insurance to all jobs
booked using the platform, so we’ll have you covered.
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Who owns the IP? And can I use the materials for my own portfolio?
This is a tough one and not cut and dried.
In most instances, it is more common than not for the photographers and videographers
who capture the images and footage to be able to use these images on their own website
and portfolio. Again as a general rule, consider why you are taking a Second Shooter role.
If it is to grow your portfolio or showcase your style, then critical for you is to be able to access
the photos you take for your portfolio. You may be able to edit the raw files in your style for
your portfolio, or use edited photos from the Hiring Business. Ensure you understand your
contractual terms before accepting the shoot.
There may be a clause which ask you not to tag the clients in social media, or to hold off on
posting until the official photos are sent to the clients. Alternatively, there may be a
requirement to post that your were working for a company on the day. Ensure you
understand and are comfortable with any such clauses, and if not, negotiate.
Ultimately, the key is to ensure you have a contract which you accept, so that there are no
surprises when it comes to accessing your photos or video.

How do I get more Second Shooting jobs?
Ask for feedback.
Be open to expanding your network.
Get to know your local community of professionals, through industry nights and networking
opportunities. Ensure your portfolio is always showcasing your best work.

YOUR KEY TAKEAWAYS …
To recap, Second Shooting can be a rewarding way to practise your craft.
Just as the hiring business is entitled to trust that you will deliver great quality images,
footage and audio to provide to their clients, you too are entitled to be paid for a good
quality job. Before the event, make sure you know what is expected of you.
EACH SECOND SHOOTING JOB WILL BUILD YOUR BRAND, SO ENSURE YOU ARE BUILDING
A REPUTABLE ONE!
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